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Abstract. Noting the current deep interest in advanced driver assistance sys-
tems (ADAS), this study focuses on the “mutual assistance” paradigm, by which
drivers mutually assist each other to promote a safer automobile culture. In our
previous study, we examined the effectiveness of mutual assistance systems
from both the recipient and assister sides using a driving simulator. In this paper,
assister attitude changes, especially those related to their responsibility and
contribution to an incident/accident, are compared for manual, semi-automatic
and automatic warning scenarios. The results indicate that more positive attitude
changes will result if “participants felt that he/she had some responsibility
related to accident”. Additionally, it was determined that semi-automatic
warnings were most likely to engender feelings of responsibility in an assister.
These experimental results indicate that semi-automatic mutual assistance sys-
tem is the most effective examined technique for reducing the target level of
risk.

Keywords: Mutual assistance �Warning system � Safety � Target level of risk �
Attitude change

1 Introduction

Recently, a number of safety assistance systems for automobiles have been proposed
and several advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), such as adaptive cruise
control (ACC) systems, are now being used to improve safety for individual drivers.
However, in order to maximize the effectiveness of these technologies, it is necessary
to decrease the driver’s target level of risk by increasing his or her intrinsic motivation
level. A target level of risk is the risk that a driver is willing to accept while still
considering other relevant goals (such as destination arrival time).

Zink and Ritter [1] and Trimpop [2] advocated the use of participative methods
such as safety circles to increase intrinsic motivation levels. Additionally, Trimpop [3]
argued that “self-determination, participation, and responsibility can alter people’s
target level of risk”. If the driver’s target level of risk is not decreased, there is a greater
potential for risk-taking behavior while driving. Wilde explains these phenomena in
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terms of risk homeostasis [4, 5]. Thus, it can be said that the key to receiving the
maximum level of benefits from ADAS technology is reducing the target level of risk.
Since the authors consider the provision of assistance to be important decreasing a
driver’s target level of risk, self-determination should be an integral part of any system
designed to stimulate driver responsibility.

In our previous work, Kurihashi et al. [6], we noted that assistance can be subdi-
vided into three types, “individual assistance”, “mutual assistance”, and “public
assistance”. Figure 1 shows the relationship among these three assistance types. We
further proposed reducing the target level of risk via the use of a “mutual assistance”,
which is a phrase that is often used in the disaster management field in Japan that
means that “everyone helps each other” [7].

In recent ADAS studies, a number of safety systems have been proposed such as
Eyesight [8], NaviView [9], and others. However, such systems have not been clas-
sified in relation to mutual assistance even though the authors consider mutual assis-
tance systems to be as crucial to enhancing the safety of automobile systems as they are
in the disaster management field.

The authors also believe that mutual assistance systems have the potential to fulfill
the higher needs of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs [10], which hierarchically constructed
in terms of “physiological”, “safety”, “love/belonging”, “esteem” and “self-actualiza-
tion” needs in an ascending order. Deficiencies, or needs, are said to motivate people
when they are unmet. However, when these are satisfied, new needs emerge and the
process continues.

When we consider that many existing ADAS technologies can fulfill needs related
to “safety”, we can then hypothesize that drivers look for opportunities to fill higher
needs when the lower needs are met. However, it is also important to understand that
the achievement of a safer automobile society may not be automatically selected.
Instead, more immediate desires such as “reducing travel time” and “showing driving

Fig. 1. Definition of three assistance types provided by driver safety systems [6]
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skill” may take precedence. Nevertheless, mutual assistance has the potential to fill
such higher needs, and thus facilitate a safer automobile society, shown as in Fig. 2.
This can be thought of in terms of “consciousness of helping each other” and
“receiving gratitude from someone.”

In this paper, we attempt to shed light on the driver attitude changes that occur
when using a mutual assistance system, especially those related to responsibility
consciousness or contribution.

2 Assumed Mutual Assistance System

In the case of Fig. 3, the right turning vehicle’s driver (recipient) cannot see the
oncoming vehicle (potential victim) since it is blocked by another vehicle (assister). For
the sake of preventing such potential accidents, Kurihashi et al. [6] proposed a mutual
assistance system that would allow an assister to provide a warning alert to the recipient
regarding the existence of a car in his blind spot.

This system presupposes the use of charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras (or
millimeter-wave radar) that have been installed on the side-view mirrors of the assis-
ter’s vehicle in order to register the presence of automobiles and motorcycles in the
vehicle’s blind spot area. Additionally, the authors assume that as a warning presen-
tation method, the body color of the assister vehicle changes unambiguously from its
original color. Automobile body color changes can be achieved using technologies
such as Fun-vii [11]. The envisioned merits of this system are as follows:

• To enable a driver to participate in a safety-related activity by producing a warning
as an assister. This is expected to decrease the target level of risk for assister.

• To provide mutual assistance independently of road-to-vehicle or vehicle-to-vehicle
communication. This can eliminate the threat of malevolent hacking via wireless
communication technology.

Fig. 2. Improved version of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
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• To provide warning by visual information, which is said to account for about 80 %
of all the information a human being receives.

• To strongly promote the view that we can help each other via visual information.
• To note the direction of an impending risk by using real-world information. This

can eliminate various problems associated with heads-up displays, and also allows
the system to show warnings on navigation system displays.

The system proposed in this paper is designed for experiments using a driving simu-
lator, which can be easily developed by prototyping. For practical use in more realistic
situations, alternative mutual assistance systems will need to be considered. This is left
as future work.

3 Experimentation Environment

The experiments were undertaken by using a stationary driving simulator that uses
complex computer graphics to provide a highly realistic driving environment. This
simulated driving environment is projected on a 120-inch screen in front of the driver’s
seat and a 100-inch screen for the right-hand side view. The simulated horizontal
forward field of view is 90° and the vertical field of view is 36° (Fig. 4).

In these experiments, test participants droved the assister side vehicle. Each sce-
nario was an urban street route approximately 15 min in duration and included
“manual”, “semi-automatic”, and “automatic warning” scenarios. If an assister acti-
vates his/her turn-signal lever, he/she can provide a warning to a recipient.

Manual Warning: Assisters can voluntarily provide a warning for a recipient and its
timing is decided manually.

Semi-automatic Warning: Assisters can voluntarily provide a warning to a recipient
and its timing is decided semi-automatically. If the assister activates the turn-signal
lever up until 2.0 s before the collision, the warning is provided at exactly 2.0 s before.

Fig. 3. Proposed system [6]
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Automatic Warning: The system provides a warning automatically for a recipient and
its timing is decided automatically.

All participants are given 5 min practice driving time to familiarize themselves with
the simulator. During the practice drive, the participants were given an opportunity to
experience driving on the warning recipient side. In the case of a successful warning,
the recipient sends a return message by using the car horn with a probability of 50 %.

A total of 15 participants [one of which was a student (7 women and 8 men)]
participated in this experiment. Their ages ranged between 21 and 26, and their driving
experience ranged between 1 and 7 years. Informed consent was received from all test
participants. Each was paid one 1,000 Japanese yen book coupon per hour.

4 Experimental Set-Up

4.1 Objectives

The objectives of this experiment was to determine the following:

1. What level of responsibility does the participant feel for the accident?
2. What level of contribution to avoiding an accident does the participant feel?
3. What kind of relationship exists between feelings of responsibility or contribution

and attitude change?

4.2 Measurement

Responsibility or contributions to driver attitude change are measured by multiple and
single answers. When choosing multiple answers, participants were asked to select all
related items that fit the situation. When choosing a single answer, he/she was asked to
select the single most relevant item from the provided list. Responsibility means that
the participants felt that they knew “who was responsible” when accident occurred.
Contribution means participants felt they knew “who contributed” to avoiding the
accident. The authors designated the available choices as “assister”, “system”, “reci-
pient”, “potential victim”, and “other”.

Fig. 4. Experiment environment [6]
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Attitude change was measured using a simple five-point rating scale, where level 1
indicated that the assister felt a negative effect related to his/her task, and level 5
indicated that the assister felt a positive effect related to his/her task. Scores were
collected for the following questions:

How much of…

• your satisfaction is based on using the system properly?
• your satisfaction is due to assisting another person?
• your feeling of safety is based on your driving performance?
• your feeling of safety is based on sensing a risk factor?
• your frustration is based on the workload required to use the system?
• frustration is due to the system’s actions?
• an effect does the system have on the cognition side of your driving?
• an effect does the system have on the operational side of your driving?

4.3 Hypotheses

The working hypotheses in this experiment are as follows:

(A) An assister will feel the highest level of responsibility in a manual warning
situation. In contrast, in an automatic warning situation, an assister will assume
others are responsible.

(B) An assister will feel the highest level of contribution in a manual warning situ-
ation. In contrast, in an automatic warning situation, he/she only feels a slight
sense of contribution.

(C) When an assister feels responsibility and contribution strongly, a positive attitude
change will be strongly forthcoming.

5 Result and Discussion

5.1 Responsibility

Figure 5 shows the results for responsibility. The figure on the left shows the results for
multiple answers while the one on the right shows results for the single answer. For
multiple answers, all participants chose the recipient. In situations focusing on the
assister, semi-automatic warning showed the highest level of responsibility. In auto-
matic warning scenarios, some participants shifted blame onto the system. No par-
ticipant chose “other” from the range of choices.

These results show that a semi-automatic warning system is the most efficient for
engaging the assister, while an automatic warning system is unlikely to trigger an
assister’s sense of responsibility. In semi-automatic warning situations, the assister felt
more responsibility than during manual warning situations, primarily because they felt
that manual warning situations were too difficult to realistically permit success, so
participants did not feel responsible. However, one participant said, “If I can’t provide
an alert in a semi-automatic warning situation, I will feel some responsibility because
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even though that the usability of semi-automatic systems much improved than that of
manual system”. On the other hand, some participants shifted blame onto the system in
the automatic warning situation. Overall, these results indicate that hypothesis A is
partially correct.

5.2 Contribution

Figure 6 shows the results for contribution. The figure on the left shows the result of
multiple answers, while the figure on the right shows the results for the single answer.
For multiple answers, all participants chose assister in the manual and semi-automatic
warning scenarios. In contrast, only one third of the participants chose assister for the
automatic warning scenario. In addition, for their single answer, most participants
chose the system in the automatic warning scenario. No participant chose assister or
other from the range of choices.

From these results, it is difficult to feel a mutual assistance contribution from the
automatic warning system. Thus, it can be said that Hypothesis B is correct, but there is
very little difference between manual and semi-automatic warning.

5.3 Attitude Change

Table 1 shows the average of the attitude change rating (p is p-value and significant
level were set at 0.05). For multiple answers, the authors compared cases where
“assister feels some responsibility is involved” (hereinafter referred to as some
responsibility) and other cases (hereinafter referred to as no responsibility).

Fig. 5. Result for responsibility

Fig. 6. Results for contribution
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As a trend, some responsibility shows a higher rating than no responsibility for all
items. The result of an analysis of variance (ANOVA), in particular, shows that there
are significant differences on “satisfaction due to assisting another person” and “Effect
on the cognition side of driving”. On the other hand, few differences were noted for
either “frustration” question.

These results suggest that the feeling of responsibility is important for enhancing
satisfaction and has an effect on driving. That, in turn, means Trimpop’s theory can be
adapted to a mutual assistance system.

Table 2 shows another data analysis for the average of the attitude change rating. In
this analysis, the authors compared cases of “the assister feels some contribution was
made” (hereinafter referred to as some contribution) and other cases (hereinafter
referred to as no contribution) in multiple answers.

As a trend, some contribution is higher rating than no contribution in all items, just
as was noted for responsibility. In particular, the ANOVA shows significant differences
on both “satisfaction” and “peace of mind (Safety) due to risk factor sensing”, and
“frustration based on the workload required to use the system”.

This result suggests that it is important to feel a contribution is being made to
enhancing satisfaction and peace of mind (safety). However, it is accompanied by a
significant amount of frustration. In other words, the level of task frustration relates to
how participants feel about their contribution to accident avoidance. Thus, from these
results, it can be said that hypothesis C is correct.

Table 1. Result of attitude change classified in terms of responsibility
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6 Conclusion

From the results of these experiments, the authors deduce that semi-automatic warn-
ings are the most effective method of mutual assistance because the positive attitude
changes engendered by this warning type have high potential to influence both
responsibility and contribution levels. In particular, the significant increase of “satis-
faction due to assisting another person” expressed by the participants meets the higher
needs of Maslow’s hierarchy, and the significant increase of “peace of mind (Safety)”
and “effect on driving for cognition side” indicates participants’ desire to achieve a
safer automobile society.

Additionally, semi-automatic warnings are sufficiently effective from the recipient
side [6]. As one participant noted, “Automatic warnings are good if you want to keep
workloads low, but semi-automatic warning is another good option because con-
sciousness is most enhanced in semi-automatic warning situations.”

Thus to take advantage of these benefits, mutual assistance systems must include
some voluntary activities, but not fully manual: The system should help the assister in
some degree. The authors conclude that semi-automatic warnings might be the most
appropriate.
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